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I am writing to outline the Scottish Government's response to the Economy, Energy and
Tourism Committee's report on "SME Access to Finance and Alternative Financing Models"
(EET/S4/14/R3) which was published on 12 March 2014.

The Scottish Government welcomes the contribution to the wider debate on access to
finance of the Committee's report, and the positive and constructive way in which the
Committee presented the key findings and recommendations.

Given the continuing importance of this issue to Scottish businesses, I was pleased to note
the Committee's potential intention to return to this subject during the remainder of the
parliamentary session. Access to affordable finance for business is crucial to achieving
economic recovery and supporting jobs in the short-term, and to delivering long-term
sustainable economic growth. The Scottish Government, and its agencies, continue to place
considerable importance on helping viable SMEs face the challenge of accessing finance.

I hope that the Committee finds the Scottish Government response (set out in the annex to
this letter) helpful in terms of contextualising the debate, and in illustrating our current policy
position on "SME Access to Finance and Alternative Financing Models" .
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ANNEX

SCOTTISH GOVERNMENT RESPONSE ON SME ACCESS TO FINANCE AND ALTERNATIVE FINANCING MODELS (EET/S4/14/R3).

Background

During November to December 2013, the Parliament's Economy, Energy and Tourism Committee conducted a short inquiry into the
challenges facing Scotland's businesses and other organisations in accessing finance. Three evidence-taking sessions were held during
this period', The focus of these sessions was on providing a fresh look at the current lending situation from the 'high street banks', primarily
for SMEs; the relevant policy of the Scottish Government and its economic development agencies; the current penetration and future
potential of alternative finance models; the particular circumstances of funding spin-offs from our universities and research institutions; the
current use and future potential for EU funds, and; a review of the situation with regards to the financing of community renewable energy
and energy efficiency projects.

The Committee published its report on 12 March online at-

http://www.scottish.parliament.uk/parliamentarvbusiness/CurrentCommittees/55888.aspx

The Scottish Government welcomes the contribution of the Economy, Energy and Tourism Committee's report on SME access to
finance to the wider debate on this matter. We have of course given due consideration to the contents of the report, and our
formal response to the Committee's findings and conclusions are set out below. We note that, given the continuing importance of
this issue to Scottish businesses, the EET Committee may return to this subject during the remainder of this parliamentary
session.

SCOTTISH GOVERNMENT April 2014

1 For copies of the Official Reports of these meetings, see http://www.scottish.parliament.ukJparliamentarybusiness/CurrentCommittees/71507 .aspx
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Page Para Issues Raised by Committee SG Response

2-5 6-19 Section:- 'High street' lending - an update
4

4

16

17

Access to finance issues, particularly for SMEs,
are still amongst the top priorities facing Scottish
businesses. It is clear also to the Committee that
there are some signs of an improving picture but
that the situation is not yet resolved. We welcome
the feedback from our two largest 'high street
lenders' that they are 'open for business' and
actively seeking new customers and we are
encouraged by their reports of a recovery in their
lending figures.

There are, however, further reforms and measures
that we would like to see taken on-board and which
we believe will help improve the situation. Firstly,
we encourage RBS to implement the findings of its
independent lending review. We want to see the
bank demonstrate that it truly has adopted a
process of full devolution of lending decisions to
localised branches and relationship managers and
that it has a well-resourced outreach programme to
ensure the best possible relationships between its

Access to affordable finance for business is crucial to achieving
economic recovery and supporting jobs in the short-term; and to
delivering long-term sustainable economic growth. However, the
lending landscape has changed, with banks using stricter
lending criteria, and accessing finance to support growth is now
more challenging for commercially sound propositions -
companies must provide sufficient information to allow an
informed decision to be made, especially on evaluation of risk
and return - strong business propositions should be able to
attract bank finance. Recent evidence from the Bank of England
shows that credit conditions are showing signs of easing across
the UK. The latest Bank of England Credit Conditions Survey
reported that the availability of credit to the corporate sector had
increased for the sixth consecutive quarter. Demand for lending
had picked up considerably and further increases were expected
in the next quarter. This assessment was repeated in the most
recent Agent's Summary of Business Conditions which found
that most large and medium-sized borrowers were well funded,
although credit conditions continued to be tighter for smaller
firms.
The Scottish Government wholly agrees with the Committee on
this aspect. The recommendations of Sir Andrew Large's
independent review should provide a positive platform for Royal
Bank of Scotland (RBS) to be more transparent with customers,
take a fresh look at lending and, in doing so, help rebuild the
reputation of the wider banking community. Understand that all
recommendations are being implemented positively.
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staff and their network of local businesses. Such
banking principles should be fully adopted and
endorsed at the highest levels amongst our other
major lenders in Scotland such as BoS.

18 Secondly, whilst we'd welcome greater competition
on the high street for lending to businesses, it is
not enough to simply see more of the same type of
lending. More of the same is not greater
competition. We encourage the Scottish and UK
Government and the regulators to take all
opportunities of breaking up the duopoly of lending
with the establishment of new sources of credit,
particularly those with a different range of products
than the current providers.

Scotland is limited in its powers in this area, particularly with
regard to bank finance. Scottish Government remains committed
to encouraging lenders to increase the supply of affordable
finance to support the financing needs of viable Scottish
businesses with good prospects, and welcomes any increase in
lenders to provide diversity and competition, giving businesses
greater choice.

The Scottish Government's banking strategy, Sustainable,
Responsible Banking: a strategy for Scotland, is clear that true
competition in the Scottish banking market requires diversity
where a range of providers offering access to a variety of
products and services is key to offering consumers real choice.

5 19 Thirdly, whilst we very much welcome the
proposed UK-wide survey of business lending to
SMEs about to be conducted by the British
Chambers of Commerce and the UK Government,
we are surprised to hear from Scottish Government
officials that they have no current plans for a
similar, detailed survey in Scotland." We
recommend that that Scottish Government
considers updating its Access to Finance survey
given that the data is now nearly two years old.
Such a survey would provide policy-makers with
the most up-to-date picture and would also afford
the opportunity to drill down lending data by
economic sector and geographic region to see if

The Scottish Government agrees with the Committee's view that
access to finance conditions should continue to be closely
monitored. However rather than carry out another Scottish
Government survey of businesses on access to finance, the
preferred approach would be to use the planned UK Small
Business Survey for monitoring access to finance as it allows a
detailed level of disaggregation as well as comparisons with UK
SMEs. The Scottish Government will once again boost the
Scottish sample of this survey in 2014 and will include additional
content to gather evidence on Scottish-specific interests. The
Scottish Government will publish a detailed access to finance
report in late 2014 (subject to the Small Business Survey being
published by the Department for Business, Innovation and Skills
by this time) which will include analysis of the 2012 and 2014

2 Ibid. col 3571.
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the anecdotal picture of anomalies facing some
sectors (e.g. tourism) and/or some parts of
Scotland (business lending outwith the central belt)
are a reality.

Small Business Survey as well as wider evidence and research
on SME. In addition, the Scottish Government will take forward
plans for detailed qualitative research to address the specific
concerns raised by the Committee, particularly in relation to the
regional and sectoral issues highlighted.

20-45 Alternative financing models
6 26 A number of issues were identified by the

witnesses that would be beneficial to increasing
the uptake of crowd-funding in Scotland. Firstly,
better awareness amongst private sector
companies and improved promotion of this
financing route by public sector economic advice
agencies and support schemes was clted.' Tim
Wright of twintangibles characterised the
awareness levels of crowd-funding amongst the
enterprise agencies and Business Gateway as
"relatively low" and that these bodies would benefit
from a more sophisticated understanding of how it
works." In that way, they would be more able to
pro-actively advise clients about crowd-funding.

The Scottish Government Business Portal
(http://www.business.scotland.gov.uk/) provides information on
crowd funding provision available to SMEs. As a new area of
activity, there is a wide spectrum of provision and variations
between what is offered by the multiple crowd funding platforms
operating across the UK. HIE's Account Managers have
access to a selection of providers to highlight to their clients and
have been promoting the potential of crowdfunding as a source
of finance for businesses. Scottish Enterprise's Financial
Readiness specialists are building a knowledge base on current
provision and are actively supporting growth SMEs to secure
funding from this source, where appropriate. Business Gateway
(BG) advisers are aware of alternative forms of finance,
including crowd-funding, and will signpost clients to these as
appropriate. The BG website also provides information on
funding, which includes crowd-fundinq". BG also runs regular
events to raise awareness of alternative sources of finance,
which looks at micro loans, crowd-funding, angel investments
and online peer-to-peer investments. These events runs across
Scotland and the Committee might be interested in examples of
those events, for example the one held in Coatbridge on 24
February 20146. Additionally, BG regularly highlights alternative
funding sources to companies through its monthly e-zines and
Twitter. In its May 2013 ezine, BG ran a specific article on

3 Ibid cols 3597 and 3599.
4 Ibid col 3600.
5 http://www.bgateway.com/finance/funding-and-financing/crowdfundingl
6

http://news.bgateway.com/2014/02/fresh-ways-to-fund-your-business-with-business-gateway-Ianarkshire/
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crowd-funding by Jonathan Levie of the Hunter Centre for
Entrepreneurship which went to 18,512 subscribers.'

27 Secondly, some cited the proposals" from the UK's
Financial Conduct Authority to regulate this form of
lending as "seriously detrimental" to the growth of
equity-based crowd-funding in the UK.9 They felt
these proposals could stifle growth of this form of
financing and that the sector was already subject
to regulation to protect consumers/investors.

The Scottish Government would strongly advise that companies
looking for finance should consider seeking independent
financial advice before making investments/lending decisions of
any kind. As the Committee will recognise, businesses that offer
non-traditional channels of lending may not be regulated by the
Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) and may carry a higher
degree of risk than other investments. (Although, the FCA has
just published [March 2014] a report on a regulatory approach to
crowd lending over the internet, and promotion of non-readily
realisable securities by other media).

Recently, seven[1) of the country's major alternative funders
launched (11th March 2014[2)) a web portal
alternativebusinessfunding.co.uk - designed to signpost SMEs
to the most appropriate source of non-bank funding.

10 40 The Committee agrees with the many witnesses
who gave evidence to us that alternative financing
models, such as crowd-funding, angel investment,
Islamic finance etc., offer Scottish businesses,
particularly SMEs, a range of financing options for
their business and its growth. Whilst these forms of
finance are unlikely to ever replace conventional
lending and project finance from the 'high street'
banks, they are nonetheless a valuable alternative
and one with the potential to grow in Scotland.

The Scottish Government agrees with the Committee that there
may be valuable potential resources to be sourced from
alternative providers but would advise companies wishing to do
so to seek advice beforehand.

However, it is notable that alternative providers may still decline
finance if their own checks and due diligence find a business
unviable; and in spite of a number of initiatives to promote
cheaper borrowing and encourage banks to lend, there remains
a level of subdued demand.

7 .
http://news.bgateway.com/2013/06/Iook-to-the-crowd-to-grow-your-buslnessl

B hit P:Uwww.fca.org. ukIn ewslt he-fi nanc ial-cond uct -auth ority- outl ines- how-it -will-reg ulate-crowdfu nd ing

9 Economy, Energy and Tourism Committee, Official Report, 20 November 2013, col 3598.
[1) CrowdCube, Funding Circle, Market Invoice, Platform Black, Seedrs, Zopa and Pensionledfunding.com

[2] hltp:Ualternativebusinessfunding.co.uk/press-release.html
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To improve uptake, we want to see a far better See response to number 26.
knowledge of such financing within our publically-
funded economic development and advice/support
programmes, such as the two enterprise agencies
and the Business Gateway network. Businesses
should not bring news of how these schemes
operate to public bodies, rather it should be vice
versa.

We also want to see these forms of finance The Scottish Government agrees the need for proportionate
appropriately, but not excessively, regulated. legislation but sees no issue with the overarching strategic
Whilst protection for the consumer/investor is objectives of the FCA in ensuring the relevant markets function
critical, we do not wish to see innovative forms of well: to secure an appropriate degree of protection for
finance choked off by unnecessary regulation. In consumers; to protect and enhance the integrity of the UK
this respect, we ask the Scottish Government to financial system; and to promote effective competition in the
look at the FCA's plans to regulate crowd-funding interests of consumers.
and ensure that the proposals are 'fit-for-purpose'
and in Scotland's interests.

One specific recommendation to the Scottish Scottish Government is working closely with Scottish Enterprise
Government that we make in relation to angel to re-capitalise the Scottish Co-investment Fund in the next 12
funding is to welcome the views of the experts we months. This is reflected in Scottish Enterprise' 3 year business
took evidence from on the value of the co- plan and the planned re-capitalisation is closely linked to the
investment fund and we would echo their view that development of the 2014-2020 EU Programme for Scotland
the Scottish Government gives careful which, like previous Programmes, could provide up to 40% of
consideration to re-capitalising this fund to ensure the fund's capitalisation.
it can continue to pump out as much money as
possible to as many businesses as possible.

In terms of the commercialisation of research and Increasing the effectiveness, simplicity and efficiency of the
intellectual property in our universities, we are commercialisation of university research is a common goal of
grateful to those witnesses for shining a light on the Scottish Funding Council (SFC), the university sector and
the current situation and their suggested ideas for the enterprise agencies - embodied in the Innovation Scotland
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improvement. We recommend that the Scottish
Government and Universities Scotland take a look
at the evidence we received on the
commercialisation of IP and discuss how some of
these ideas can be further developed, particularly
to encourage a greater commercial awareness
amongst our science/technology specialists in
academia. The Scottish Funding Council may also
wish to review how it rewards universities in terms
of their efforts to commercialise IP, such as the
links made between such institutions to
commercialise IP and also within these institutions
in terms of links between science/technology
departments and courses and those focusing on
business.

strategy launched by the Cabinet Secretary for Education and
Lifelong learning in October 2013. One example of work
underway under the Innovation Scotland banner is the review
that SFC is currently undertaking of its Knowledge Transfer
Grant mechanism for academic year 2015-16 onwards. SFC will
use that review and the subsequent operation of the grant to
encourage more effective, collaborative, exploitation of
university-derived IP for Scottish economic and social benefit. A
second example is the industry-led programme of Innovation
Centres, the first phase of which has seen around £80M
invested by SFC in eight Centres in areas of national economic
importance. The Innovation Centres are designed both to
strengthen industry "pull" of IP out of universities and also to
encourage collaboration between universities in fulfilling that
demand.

10 45 Finally, in terms of the potential for Islamic finance The Scottish Government is currently discussing the ethical
in Scotland, we ask the Scottish Government for investment hub proposal with relevant public and private sector
an update on the ideas presented to it by the partners and is represented on the steering group newly
Islamic Finance Council UK from 2008 onwards, established to develop the proposal. The first meeting of the
particularly the concept of an 'ethical investment steering group took place on 29 April.
hub'.

11-
12

46-52 Access to Funds from the EU

12 51 The Committee welcomes the efforts of Scotland Supporting the capacity of SME's through the use of financial
Europa and others to work with industry partners to instruments is one of the European Structural Funds key
raise awareness of funding opportunities from the investment priorities. The ESF 2014-20 Programmes will be
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EU as a way to increase take-up in Scotland. The
importance of this task cannot be under-estimated
given the scale of sums on offer and the highly
competitive nature of many programmes, such as
Horizon 2020 and the new COSME programme.

supporting the capacity of SME's to grow in regional, national
and international markets, and to engage in innovation
processes through the planned use of financial instruments. It is
anticipated that the next European Regional Development Fund
will support a range of equity, loan and co-financing products.
The development of financial instruments will start in 2014 and it
is expected that some will be operational by 2015.

52 The support of both enterprise agencies and the
Business Gateway network is particularly vital at
this time given it is the start of the 2014-2020
funding period with the introduction of new funding
programmes such as Horizon 2020 and COSME.
The Committee therefore calls upon both
enterprise agencies and the Business Gateway
network to give maximum visibility to the potential
that EU funds offer and to best promote these
initiatives to Scottish businesses.

To help support Scottish engagement in European funding,
specifically Horizon 2020, the Scottish EU Research and
Innovation Steering Group, which comprises of the Scottish
Government, the Scottish Funding Council, Scottish Enterprise
(SE), Highlands and Islands Enterprise (HIE), Scotland Europa
and Enterprise Europe Network, has delivered a package of
support for Scottish organisations. This included a series of
awareness raising sessions which highlighted the opportunities
in Horizon 2020. Workshops on project opportunities and
developing consortia were also included as part of the events
and generated discussions amongst delegates on potential
collaborations and project ideas for possible further
development. These events were extremely popular with over
around 800 participants spanning academia, businesses, public
and third sectors attending workshops. In addition in February
an event focusing on the financial instruments available in
European funding was held. This event covered the main EU
programmes for financial instruments, including COSME and
was attended by a selection of attendees including
representations from companies.

Further activities are planned for 2014 to help build on this
increased awareness of Horizon 2020 and may include hosting
project development workshops and projects clinics, proposal
writing Master classes and additional support to develop project
ideas or proposals. A EU funding website portal is also being
developed by public sector partners which aims to provide a

8



central website to improve Scottish stakeholder's knowledge of
available EU programmes and signposting to different funds with
a view to maximising participation. It will also provide interested
parties with a platform to promote their experience and identify
possible project partners.

Additionally the Scottish Funding Council has introduced the
new Horizon 2020 SME Engagement Scheme. This initiative
will provide up to £5,000 per application to support Scottish
based SMEs in exploring opportunities within Horizon 2020 and
help them apply for particular schemes or calls under it, with the
assistance of a Scottish Higher Education Institute. It is hoped
this website will be launched later in the year.

Specifically, Scottish Enterprise is working with Scotland Europa
to ensure Scottish businesses can access, and are aware of the
benefits offered to SMEs by the new 2014-2020 EU funding
programmes. This includes the Scottish 2014-2020 Programme
which will provide investment available within Scotland, and new
funding programmes managed at EU level including HORIZON
2020 and COSME. Scotland Europa has presented on these
funding programmes to the financial intermediary community
and at a forthcoming event in May to members of Scottish
Financial Enterprise.

SE will also ensure that companies are aware of these
programmes through its ongoing interaction with SMEs via
account managers and financial readiness specialists.
HIE is developing a Regional EU Engagement Strategy, which
will facilitate and encourage collaboration between key
stakeholder organisations in the HIE region along with
businesses. An article on Horizon 2020 and COSME has also
been prepared for a forthcoming BG monthly e-zine.

12- 53-62 Financing community renewable energy and
14 energy efficiency projects
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The Committee continues to be very supportive of Ministers continue to actively lobby their DECC counterparts on
the potential that community-led renewable energy FITS and degression.
and energy efficiency projects offer and is
concerned that recent changes to the regime for
Feed-in Tariffs by the UK Government may be
causing problems in the financing of these
schemes. We recommend that the Scottish
Government makes appropriate representations to
the UK Government on the new degression system
and draws to the Scottish Government's attention
our recommendations on supporting community-
led development contained in the Economy,
Energy and Tourism Committee's Report on the
achievability of the Scottish Government's
Renewable Energy Targets.

Furthermore, in light of the additional information Ministers continue to engage with banks and project financiers
we received from Community Energy Scotland to encourage them to support community energy projects, and
(see above), we recommend that the Scottish Scottish Investment Bank are working through the Renewable
Government holds talks with Scottish-based banks Energy Investment Fund to facilitate and supplement market-
and project financiers to ensure that community-led based finance solutions for the sector, including investigating the
projects are not artificially penalised when it comes scope to share due diligence costs.
to bank charges for due diligence fees.

End
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